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A B S T R A C T

The rapid growth of the internet of things has induced the integration of many microelectronic devices in 
physical objects, yet the generated heat decreases the performance and stability of microelectronic devices. 
Therefore, new materials such as gradient metal foams (GMFs) have been recently designed to improve heat 
transfer. In this paper, an experimental visualization setup was built to investigate the effect of the GMFs gradient 
layers number and the arrangement order on the pool boiling heat transfer performance. Results show that 
increasing the number of gradient layers enhances the heat transfer when the copper foam pore density is low. By 
contrast, at high pore density of 50 PPI, increasing layers hardly changes heat transfer. The bubbles dynamic 
behavior on the metal foams surface of with different gradient structures is also different. When bubbles detach 
upward, the temperature of the metal foam is lower, and the temperature gradient is higher. When bubbles 
detach sideward, the bubble escape is much shorter, and the bubble detachment frequency and size increase. 
Combined with the theoretical research, the metal foam gas-liquid flow heat transfer model were constructed. 
The advantages and disadvantages of GMFs with different structures and the applicable scenarios are analyzed.   

1. Introduction

The integration of electronic components in physical objects is
rapidly increasing the era of the internet of things. Nonetheless, the 
performance and stability of microelectronic devices are reducing due to 
the generation of high temperatures locally. Therefore, heat transfer 
performance in electronic equipment should be improved [1]. Boiling 
heat transfer is an efficient mechanism for heat removal from a heated 
surface. Boiling heat transfer is classically improved by adjusting pres-
sure and temperature [2], roughening the heating surface [3–5], 
increasing the heat transfer area [6], changing the surface wettability 
[7–11], and making a porous metal surface [11–14]. Recently, metal 
foams [15] have allowed better boiling heat transfer due to their high 
pore density, thermal conductivity and specific surface area. Metal 
forms absorb and diffuse fluids better, thus enhancing boiling heat 
transfer [16]. Copper foams of low pore density, about 10–30 PPI, show 
higher heat transfer than high pore density foams, above 50 PPI 
[17–20]. These studies show that heat transfer performance increases 
then decrease with pore density. The effect of metal foam thickness on 
the pool boiling heat transfer performance is similar to that of pore 

density, and the effect of different combinations of thickness and pore 
density varies greatly, and both parameters will instead inhibit the 
boiling heat transfer when they are too large [21,22]. 

The issue of the lower performance of boiling heat transfer at high 
pore density and thickness can be solved by using gradient metal foams, 
which are composites of two or more layers of metal foams with 
different pore densities. Indeed, GMFs enhanced heat transfer compared 
to the conventional open-celled uniform metal foam [23,24]. The 
gradient structure provided a reasonable path for escaping bubbles. An 
et al. came to the same conclusion and found that surface wettability 
significantly affects the GMFs [25]. Zhang et al. found that sodium 
dodecyl sulfate enhanced the pool boiling heat transfer of gradient foam 
at most heat flux, while n-heptanol deteriorated the pool boiling heat 
transfer [26]. Yang et al. observed that a radial gradient structure had 
better capillary performance than a uniform gradient structure [27]. 
Concerning layers arrangement, Xu et al. found that reversing a foam 
layer position highly influences the heat transfer [28–30]. The gradient 
structure bubble departure phenomenon was substantially attenuated as 
compared to the one-layer foam [31]. Huang et al. proposed three main 
ways for boiling bubbles to detach from the surface of gradient metal 
foams and found that adding self-wetting solutions significantly 
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decreases heat transfer performance [32]. Wang et al. found that the 
boiling heat transfer performance of the metal foam cell with different 
gradient layer thicknesses was also different [33]. Mao et al. came to a 
similar conclusion [34]. Zhang et al. found that the GMFs can show 
superior pool boiling heat transfer performance in all heat flow density 
and pressure ranges [35]. 

Overall, GMFs show better heat transfer performance than single- 
layer metal foams. However, most studies on gradient structure have 
focused on two layers of metal foams, and there is few knowledge on 
multilayers. Little is also known on the movement of the external liquid 
and on the detachment of boiling bubbles, which control heat transfer. 
Therefore, here we studied the boiling heat transfer of copper foam in 
various gradient layers and structures using a visualization experimental 
setup. We investigated the behavior of boiling bubbles on the gradient 

copper foam surface. The gradient copper foam enhanced heat transfer 
mechanisms were investigated from the perspectives of the dynamic 
bubbles behavior and changes of macroscopic gas-liquid flow directions. 
The metal foams heat transfer models with different gas-liquid flow 
directions were constructed. 

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

We studied the boiling heat transfer of gradient metal foams, which 
are composites made of several layers of uniform copper foam of various 
pore density and thickness (Table 1, Fig. 1). Copper foams were pur-
chased from Kunshan Guangjiayuanxin Material Company. GMFs with 
gradually increasing pore size from bottom to top are named positive 
gradient metal foams (PGMFs), e.g. 20-30-40-50 PPI, whereas other 
arrangements refer to hybrid gradient metal foams (HGMFs). 

In this paper, in order to ignore the influence of other factors on the 
pool boiling heat transfer performance as much as possible, four kinds of 
copper foam with the same thickness of 20–30-40-50 PPI were selected 
and welded into different arrangements of gradient copper foam. From 
equation (8), we can see that the total heat transfer area of all GMFs was 
the same. 

2.2. Analysis of the boiling heat transfer 

Fig. 2 shows the system used to study the boiling heat transfer, 
including a heating system, a glass chamber, a data acquisition system, 
and a power supply system. The heating system comprises three 150 W 
dry-fired heating rods, auxiliary heaters, regulators, and power meters. 
The size of the glass chamber is 100&times;100 × 250 mm (L × W × H), 
and the outer wall of the chamber is composed of 4 pieces of 10 mm 
thick Plexiglas. The bottom plate is a Teflon plate with a small square 
hole of 21 mm side length in the center of the bottom plate for the 
heating copper block to pass through the bottom plate and contact the 
test medium (deionized water). The data acquisition system consists of a 
data acquisition instrument, a computer, K-type thermocouples, and a 
high-definition camera. The test is arranged with 6 thermocouples, 
where T1~T5 are placed on the heating copper block with 6 mm spacing 
between two adjacent thermocouples, as shown in Fig. 3. T6 is placed in 
the chamber to test the working medium’s saturation temperature Ts. 

It is necessary to used welding operations to ensure a tight connec-
tion between the metal foam and the heated copper block before the test 
starts. At this point, the thermal resistance of the solder layer is ignored 

Nomenclature 

cp specific heat capacity (J⋅kg− 1⋅K− 1) 
d metal foam pore size (mm) 
D bubble size (mm) 
f bubble departure frequency (Hz) 
h surface coefficient of heat transfer (W⋅m− 2 ⋅K− 1) 
H thickness (m) 
HGMFs hybrid gradient metal foam (copper foam) 
k thermal conductivity (W⋅m− 1⋅K− 1) 
n layer numbers 
nα active nucleation sites density 
NT total number nucleation sites (#) 
PGMFs positive gradient metal foam(copper foam) 
PPI pores per inch (m− 1) 
q heat flux (W⋅m− 2) 
S total heat transfer area(m2) 
t time (s) 

ΔT wall superheat (K) 
x distance from the thermocouple to block bottom (mm) 

Greek symbols 
ρ density (kg⋅m− 3) 
α thermal diffusivity (m2⋅s− 1) 
λ thermal conductivity (W⋅m− 1⋅K− 1) 
ω pore density (PPI) 
q heat flux (W− 1⋅m− 2) 
ε pore density (%) 

Subscripts 
w wall 
s saturation 
l liquid
b bubble 
mf metal foam  

Table 1 
Structure of seven composites of copper foam layers of various pore density and 
pore size and thickness. Layers are arranged from the top layer (left in table 
cells) toward the bottom layer (right in table cells).  

Number Pore density (PPI) Pore size (mm) Layer Thickness (mm) 

1 20–40 1.27–0.0635 5–5 
2 20-30-40 1.27-0.847-0.635 3.3-3.3-3.4 
3 20-30-40-50 1.27-0.847-0.635-0.508 2.5-2.5-2.5-2.5 
4 20-40-30-50 1.27-0.635-0.847-0.508 2.5-2.5-2.5-2.5 
5 40-20-30-50 0.635-1.27-0.847-0.508 2.5-2.5-2.5-2.5 
6 40-50-30-20 0.635-0.508-0.847-1.27 2.5-2.5-2.5-2.5 
7 20-30-50-40 1.27-0.847-0.608-0.435 2.5-2.5-2.5-2.5  

Fig. 1. 20–40 PPI Gradient copper foam composite made of an upper layer of 
20 PPI metal foam and a lower layer of 40 PPI metal foam. 



in the data analysis because the thickness of the solder layer (<0.1 mm) 
is much lower than the thickness of the metal foam. The surface after 
soldering is shown in Fig. 4. The procedure is as follows: 1) the auxiliary 
heater is turned on to heat the test work medium to boiling for 20–30 
min to ensure that the non-condensing gas dissolved in the test work 
medium is removed; then the auxiliary heater is turned off, allowing to 
cool for 2–3 h. 2) The auxiliary heater is turned on to heat and maintain 
the boiling state of the work medium in the cavity, then the heating rod 
is turned on at 10 W. 3) The temperature recorder is turned on. When the 
temperature fluctuation is lower than 0.1 K/30 min, we considered that 
the boiling pool has reached a stable state and we start to record the 
thermocouple temperature. 4) A camera takes pictures of the boiling 
work medium in the chamber. Then we increase the input power by + 5 
W and repeat the previous steps. This is done until reaching 100 W. The 
heat flux of the pool boiling on the surface of copper foam is calculated 
according to the data derived from a computer. The change of heat flux 
with the increase of superheat can reflect the pool boiling heat transfer 
performance of copper foam, and the larger the heat flux, the stronger 
the pool boiling heat transfer performance. 

2.3. Data processing and uncertainty analysis 

A total of six thermocouples were arranged, of which T1-T5 were 
arranged on the heating copper block with two thermocouples spaced 6 
mm apart. Ts recorded the temperature of the experimental work fluid, 
and since the thermal conductivity of the heating copper block is much 
larger than that of the insulation material, so the heating copper block 
can be approximated as a one-dimensional thermal conductivity only in 
the vertical direction. 

The heat fluxq formula is derived from Fourier’s law: 

q= − λ
dT
dx

|x (1) 

Since the copper block is approximately one-dimensional in thermal 
conductivity, the heating wall temperature can be obtained by linearly 

Fig. 2. Experimental system used to measure the boiling heat transfer.  

Fig. 3. Thermocouple arrangement on heated copper block (unit: mm).  

Fig. 4. Metal foam soldered to a heated copper block.  



fitting T1-T5 measured by thermocouples to their corresponding x1-x5. 
λis the thermal conductivity of the copper block, x1-x5 is the distance 
from the corresponding thermocouple measurement point to the bottom 
of the block. 

Heating wall temperature Tw: 

Tw =T = f (xw,T) (2)  

where xw is the height of the top surface of the thermally conductive 
copper column xw = 40 mm. 

Superheat degreeΔT calculation formula is as follows: 

ΔT = Tw − Ts (3) 

The convective heat transfer coefficienth derived from the Newto-
nian cooling equation: 

h=
q

ΔT
=

q
Tw − Ts

(4) 

According to the UMF model [36], the total heat transfer area of the 
metal foam can be calculated from the following equation: 

Stotal ≈
∑n

i=1
Vi

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
4(π + π2)(1 − εi)

√
/

dpi (5)  

Where n is the number of layers of GMFs, Vanddp are the volume of each 
layer of metal foam, metal foam pore size, respectively, which are 
calculated as follows: 

V = 0.02 × 0.02 × H (6)  

dp ≈ 0.0254
/

ω (7) 

Substituting equation (6) (7) into equation (5) yields the formula for 
calculating the total heat transfer area of the GMFs. 

Stotal ≈
∑n

i=1
0.02× 0.02×Hi ×ωi ×

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
4(π + π2)(1 − εi)

√
/

0.0254 (8) 

In calculating the error of heat flux and heat transfer coefficient of 
the experimental system, the main sources of error according to the 
standard error analysis are thermocouple measurement error, thermo-
couple spacing error. According to the method of Moffat [37] the rela-
tive error equations for calculating the heat flux q and the surface heat 
transfer coefficient h can be obtained [38]. 

Δq
q

=

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(

ΔT
T

)2

+

(
ΔL
L

)2

+

(
Δλ
λ

)2
√

≤
ΔT
T

+
ΔL
L

+
Δλ
λ

(9) 

The calculated error of heat flux and heating surface temperature is 
less than 10%. The measurement error of thermocouple is 0.5%, and the 
error range is 1 K. The error of thermocouple measurement spacing is 
3.3%, and the error of thermal conductivity of copper block is 3.1%. So, 
the maximum uncertainty of heat flux is 6.9%. 

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Effect of the number of metal foam layers

Fig. 5 shows the boiling heat transfer performance on the gradient 
copper foam surface. The gradient copper foam is made of 2–4 layers of 
copper foam of same thickness (2.5 mm) and different pore densities, 
from 20 to 80 PPI. At low pore density, results show that the four-layer 
positive gradient 20-30-40-50 PPI, where 50 refers to the bottom layer 
just above the heat source, displays a higher heat transfer. This is likely 
due to easier bubble escape upward due to the increasing numbers of the 
layers. When the pore density is low, the heat transfer performance of 
pool boiling increases with the number of gradient copper foam layers. 
At high pore density, increasing the gradient layers number is no 
apparent effect. Indeed, the copper foam structure becomes more com-
plex at high pore density, thus inducing a disordered movement of 
boiling bubbles (Fig. 6). Overall, we conclude that the positive multi-
layer arrangement of copper foam displays a better heat transfer that the 
uniform layer. 

Fig. 5. Effect of the number of layers of gradient copper foam. Gradient Layers are arranged from the bottom layer toward the top layer, e.g. 20–40 refers to a two 
layer composite with a bottom layer of 40 PPI pore density and a top layer of 20 PPI pore density. 

Fig. 6. Dynamic behavior of homogeneous open-cell metal foam bubbles. (a) 
Dynamic behavior of bubbles on the surface of low pore density metal foam (b) 
Dynamic behavior of bubbles on the surface of high pore density metal foam. 



Fig. 7. Effect of different arrangements of gradient copper foam Layers are arranged from the bottom layer toward the top layer, e.g. 20-30-40-50 refers to a four 
layer composite with a bottom layer of 50 PPI pore density and a top layer of 20 PPI pore density. (a)positive gradient copper foam (b) hybrid gradient copper foam. 

Fig. 8. Bubble dynamics versus heat flux in different arrangements of multilayers gradient copper foam. The 20-30-40-50 PPI multilayer, where 20 refers to the top 
layer just above the heat source, is a positive arrangement. The 40-20-30-50 PPI and 40-50-30-20 multilayers are hybrid arrangements. 

Fig. 9. Variation of the bubble departure frequency and bubble departure diameter with heat flux.  



3.2. Effect of layer arrangement on heat transfer 

Some studies showed that the gradient foam layer position change 
greatly influences the gas-liquid flow direction. We tested the effect of 
different arrangements of four copper foam layers of same thickness, of 
2.5 mm, and different pore densities, from 20 to 50 PPI, on heat transfer 
(Fig. 7). Results show that all multilayer arrangements show higher 
boiling heat transfer performance than the 50 PPI uniform layer copper 
foam of 10 mm thickness. This is explained by gradient structure makes 
the pool boiling gas-liquid flow direction change, as detailed in the next 
section. We also observed that 20-30-40-50 PPI and 40-20-30-50 PPI 
layer arrangements had better heat transfer than other arrangements. 
The reasons will be further analyzed in the following text. 

3.3. Effect of layer arrangement on bubble dynamics 

The bubbles dynamics of multilayer gradient copper foam surface 
under different heat flux are displayed in Fig. 8. Bubble dynamics are 
very different. For instance, for the 20-30-40-50 PPI positive arrange-
ment, where 50 refers to the bottom layer just above the heat source, 
bubble dynamic is very regular, most boiling bubbles come out of the 
copper foam surface from the top, and there is little interference and no 
merging of top bubble with lateral bubbles. By contrast, bubbles detach 
first from the sides for the 40-20-30-50 and 40-50-30-20 PPI hybrid layer 
arrangements. Then, in a second step, when nucleation sites of the upper 
copper foam are activated, some bubbles also detach from the top. 
Hybrid layer arrangements display more chaotic bubble detachment, 
more interference of bubbles with each other, closer positions of bubble 
detachment, and more bubble merging. 

The bubble departure diameter could be directly estimated from the 
photograph taken in the boiling heat transfer by the camera. In this 
work, multiple photographs taken at the same stage were used to esti-
mate the bubble departure diameter, and the averaged value was used. 
The bubble departure number is estimated from the high-speed videos, 
and then the departure frequency could be calculated from the bubble 
departure number. The separation size and frequency of bubbles under 
different heat flux were shown in Fig. 9. Results show that bubble size 
increases with heat flux. When boiling starts, the size of detached bub-
bles is higher on the 20-30-40-50 PPI positive layer arrangement than on 
hybrid layer arrangements. Then this difference reduces with boiling 
time. Larger bubbles at early stage are explained by a longer detachment 
path in the positive arrangement. As boiling progresses, the speed and 
number of bubble detachments rises, and bubble merging is more 
frequent in hybrid layer arrangements, leading to bigger bubbles at that 

Fig. 10. Metal foam gas-liquid flow model and analysis of bubble detachment 
form (a)positive gradient metal foam (b)hybrid gradient metal foam. Fa is the 
bubble growth force, Fb is the heat flow driving force, Fi is the buoyancy force, 
Fcp is the contact pressure of the copper foam skeleton, FS is the surface tension, 
and Fσ is the bubble brought by the metal foam skeleton escape resistance. 

Fig. 11. Temperature at increasing height in positive and hybrid multilayers of copper foam. T1 was taken at the bottom, and thus is the closest to the heat source. T2 
is located 6 mm above T1, and so on. Positive refers to the 20 (bottom)-30-40-50 PPI layer arrangement. Hybrid refers to 20-40-30-50 PPI layer arrangement. 
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From equation (11), it can be seen that the pool boiling transient 
thermal conductivity process is closely related to the bubble separation 
frequency (f) and the bubble separation diameter (Db). Wang et al. [44] 
derived the pool boiling heat flux relationship based on the Rohsenow 
[45] correlation equation as:

Nub = f (Reb,Prl) (12)  

q = 2(πklρlcpl)
1/2f 1/2D2

bnα(Tw − Ts) (13) 

In equation (13), nαis the active nucleation sites density. As for the 
foam metal surface, due to its unique porous structure, the pool boiling 

transient thermal conductivity process will take place inside the pores. 
So, we use the pores number of metal foam pores number Nmf instead of 
the active nucleation sites density nα. Based on equation (13), we can 
derive the correlation equation for boiling heat transfer on GMFs surface 
as: 

qmf = 2EFmfηNmf (πklρlcpl)
1/2f 1/2D2

b(Tw − Ts) (14)  

EFmf =
Smf

Sbase
(15) 

Due to the foam metal stereoscopic structure, it can significantly 
increase the boiling heat transfer area. So, EFmf is defined as the 
correction factor for boiling heat transfer in the foam metal surface. For 
the pore number Nmf, there is a calculation error. Meanwhile, equation 
(13) is a theoretical formula, so we need to introduce a correction factor
η to correct Nmf. This is due to the complex structure of the foam metal, 
the bubble clogging phenomenon or the untimely rewetting process will 
lead to most of the foam metal area cannot carry out the complete pool 
boiling process. Where the correction factor η is 0.0965 for the PGMFs 
and 0.101 for the HGMFs. 

The prediction accuracy of the new correlation is shown in Fig. 12. 
The predicted values of the correlation can agree with 95% of the 
experimental data within a deviation of ±20%. 

From equation (14), it can be seen that the GMFs pool boiling heat 
transfer performance is positively correlated with the bubble separation 
frequency (f) and the bubble separation diameter (Db). Shortening the 
bubble escape distance can thus enhance the transient heat conduction 
process of pool boiling and enhance the pool boiling heat transfer 
performance. 

It is assumed that when the bubble breaks away from the wall, the 
bubble takes away the liquid in an area whose radius is the size of the 
bubble’s breakaway diameter. At the same time the cold liquid rushes to 
the heated surface, generating strong transient heat conduction. In the 
metal foam, when the bubble breaks away from the copper foam surface 
along the path, the external liquid immediately replenishes to the inside 
of the metal foam for rewetting, thus inducing transient heat conduc-
tion. Moreover, due to the porous nature of the metal foam itself, the 
number of pores is large, and the transient heat conduction will be 
carried out in each pore. This fully reflects the advantage of bubble 
nucleation points number of metal foam. 

When the bubble is detached upward, the boiling bubble keeps 
contact with the metal foam skeleton in the detachment process, thus 
taking away the heat of the copper foam skeleton. The heat of the metal 
foam skeleton increases the bubble diameter and enhances the transient 
thermal conductivity (Fig. 13). This finding is consistent with models 

Fig. 12. Prediction accuracy of correlation for gradient metal foams.  

time and a disordered bubble dynamics behavior. Overall, for the pos-
itive layer arrangement, bubbles detach from the multilayer top and 
bubble size is more regular than for hybrid layer arrangements. For 
hybrid layer arrangements, bubbles detach initially from the sides and 
bubble size is irregular. For the bobble departure frequency, the bubble 
detachment frequency on the surface of HGMFs is higher than that on 
the surface of PGMFs at the early stage of boiling. As boiling continued, 
the frequency of bubble detachment on the surface of PGMFs increased 
more and more rapidly. 

Based on experimental results, we drew gas-liquid flow models to 
explain the dynamics of the pool boiling bubbles (Fig. 10). For positive 
arrangements of multilayers of copper foam, e.g. 20-30-40-50 PPI, 
where 50 refers to the bottom layer just above the heat source, most 
bubbles detach from the top and the external liquid replenishes into the 
copper foam from the side. When the heat flux is low, the boiling bubble 
detach mainly from the surface by buoyancy. At this time, the boiling 
bubbles will interact inside the copper foam, and part of them will merge 
before escaping from the surface. Since bubbles merge first and then 
detach from the copper foam surface, the bubbles size detached in the 
low heat flux is not significantly smaller than those detached in the high 
heat flux, as shown in Fig. 9 (a) above. Then, when heat flux rises, 
bubble merging phenomenon decreases, most bubbles will be directly 
separated from the surface. 

For hybrid arrangements of multilayers copper foam, e.g. 40-20-30- 
50 PPI, most boiling bubbles escape the copper foam surface from the 
side, at the initial stage, which greatly shortend the escape path. Thus, 
the HGMFs have a higher bubble detachment frequency at the beginning 
of boiling, as shown in Fig. 9 (b) above. At this time, the external liquid 
replenishes into the copper foam mainly from the top and upper side. 
Later, when bubbles start to detach from the top, the bubble disturbance 
becomes larger, and the external liquid replenishment position is 
reduced. 

3.4. Heat transfer in multilayers of copper foam 

In this paper, we studied heat transfer by thermocouple temperature 
T1-T5 in copper foams with different layer arrangement (Fig. 11). We 
compared the positive layer arrangement 20-30-40-50 PPI with the 
hybrid layer arrangement 20-40-30-50 PPI. Result show that the ther-
mocouple temperatures of the positive gradient arrangement are always 
lower than that of the hybrid arrangements. This suggests that heat 
transfer mechanisms are different in positive and hybrid arrangements. 

Literature reports show that transient heat conduction is the main 
heat transfer form in nucleation pool boiling [39,40]. The heat transfer 
process from the heating surface to the main liquid area can be regarded 
as a heat transfer from a hot surface to a semi-infinite object [41–43]. 
The total heat flow density of the transient thermal conductivity of the 
pool boiling heat transfer is given as: 



such as Dhir and Liaw’s [46] and Zhao et al.‘s [47]. Furthermore, the 
process of bubble detachment is often accompanied by bubble merging, 
which promotes the rewetting process of pool boiling. The transfer of 
heat from the metal foam skeleton causes the overall temperature of the 
metal foam to drop, promoting the boiling heat transfer. Thus, for the 
PGMFs, the boiling heat transfer performance is mainly determined by 
the number of bubble nucleation points. 

When the detachment direction of the bubble changes from the top to 
the side, the upper metal foam and the boiling bubble do not carry out 
heat transfer. This leads to a decrease in the temperature gradient of the 
longitudinal metal foam and a temperature difference in the lateral di-
rection, with the internal temperature of the metal foam being closer, as 
shown in Fig. 14. From the heat transfer point of view, the lateral 
detachment is not conducive to the boiling heat transfer. However, when 
the bubble breaks away from the metal foam side, the escape path of the 
bubble becomes shorter, the merging phenomenon of bubbles occurs 
frequently, and the escape speed and frequency of the bubble are higher. 
The rapid detachment of bubbles promotes the rewetting process of pool 
boiling, strengthening the transient heat conduction process, and facil-
itating heat transfer. Thus, for the HGMFs, the dynamic behavior of 

bubbles is the decisive factor affecting the boiling heat transfer perfor-
mance. This explains why heat transfer enhancement is similar for 
positive and hybrid arrangements (Fig. 7), despite different temperature 
readings (Fig. 11). For the positive layer arrangement, temperature 
readings are lower due to the upward movement of the bubble, which 
results in a larger overall temperature gradient in the copper foam. 

According to the experimental results above, we found that PGMFs 
and HGMFs have different enhanced boiling heat transfer mechanisms, 
and thus have different advantages and disadvantages. Combined with 
the previous study, it can be found that the PGMFs can effectively reduce 
the heating surface temperature, which is very suitable for those engi-
neering scenarios where the heating surface temperature needs to be 
controlled. The HGMFs enhance the boiling heat transfer performance 
by changing the direction of gas-liquid flow in the pool boiling. 
Compared with the PGMFs, The heat transfer properties of HGMFs 
require very low physical parameters of the metal foam, which can be 
used to save materials in some specific applications. 

Fig. 13. Bubble top detachment heat transfer model (a) Macroscopic heat transfer (b) bubble escape path.  

Fig. 14. Bubble side detachment heat transfer model (a) Macroscopic heat transfer (b) bubble escape path.  



4. Conclusion

In this paper, the boiling heat transfer characteristics of multilayer
GMFs were experimentally studied. The strengthening mechanism of 
different GMFs was investigated in detail, and the following conclusions 
were drawn: 

(1) For low pore density copper foam, the boiling heat transfer per-
formance increases with the increase of the foam layers. How-
ever, for high pore density copper foam, the boiling heat transfer
performance hardly changes with the number of the foam layers.

(2) The dynamic behavior of bubbles on the PGMFs surface is regular
and orderly. In contrast, the behavior of bubbles on the HGMFs
surface is disorderly and chaotic. The gas-liquid flow model of
metal foam is obtained by analyzing the bubbles dynamic
behavior of different structure metal foam.

(3) Both gradient structure metal foams can enhance the transient
thermal conductivity of the pool boiling process. The PGMFs
surface detached bubbles can take away more heat from the metal
foam skeleton, and the temperature gradient is large. The escape
path of HGMFs bubbles is greatly reduced, and the size and fre-
quency of escape bubbles increase.

(4) The superiority of the boiling heat transfer performance of the
two gradient structures was demonstrated experimentally.
Among them, the PGMFs can better reduce the heating surface
temperature, while the HGMFs have lower requirements for
metal foam parameters.
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